What comes first? Electrophysiological differences in the temporal course of memory and future thinking.
It is now widely accepted that remembering the past and imagining the future rely on a number of shared processes and recruit a similar set of brain regions. However, memory and future thinking place different demands on a range of processes. For instance, although remembering should lead to early associative retrieval of event details, event construction may be slower for future events, for which details from different memories are combined. In order to shed light on the question of how the brain distinguishes between memories and future thoughts, we investigated the differences in the electrophysiological correlates of the vivid elaboration of future and past events. In the slow cortical potentials of 24 healthy human participants, differences during early elaboration were observed at temporo-parietal and parieto-occipital electrode sites, presumably reflecting differential recruitment of sensory and semantic detail retrieval. Additional differences emerged over the right pre-frontal cortex during later elaboration, which could be linked to differential retrieval demands. In conclusion, the time course differences, which presumably reflect the varying recruitment of sub-processes engaged during mental time travel, will help to understand the mechanisms with which the brain separates memories from future thoughts.